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Tally.ERP 9

Kolhapur Saw Mill Group Moves 
Faster on Tally.ERP 9

Customer Success story www.tallysolutions.com

“Tally is omnipresent and updates are futuristic. Tally’s after sales support
facilities are great,” says Mr. Bhavesh Patel, Director, Kolhapur Saw Mill Group  

Kolhapur Saw Mill Group is known for its traditional business of 
timber supplies. Started in 1965, the company has diversified 
into various complementary areas including Wooden Packing 
Box manufacturing, Hardware Goods supplier etc. touching a 
turnover of  ` 10 Crores. Started from one unit they have today 
five units with four saw mills and one trading house for trading 
anti-corrosion material.

When the company grew and diversified from creating wooden 
furniture to creating packing material the senior leadership of 
the organisation kept themselves busy in traveling… talking to 
the customers and finalising deals, etc. So they could not get 
time to check the accounts and operations in the physical 
environment every day. They wanted some enterprise solution 
to manage their Sales Receipts, Purchase Receipts, Cheque 
Printing, etc.

They wanted to monitor groups’ activities from a single location 
and wanted to reduce excess man power tied up with same 
work at different point of sales, etc. 

So the company think tank including Mr. Bhavesh Patel, 
Director, Kolhapur Saw Mill Group started evaluating various
software including Miracle, TCS, etc., but finally they settled for 
Tally software. The company started investing on Tally software 
during 2007-08. Mr. Bhavesh says, “We found Tally is 
omnipresent and updates are futuristic. Tally’s after sales
support facilities are great.”

He added, “It took almost a year to
correct all formulae that we’ve developed along with Ultimate 
Infotrade (Master Tally Partner, Sangli) team. With few
initial setting and staff trainings by Ultimate’s professionals it 
was quite a smooth experience.”

The company evaluated Tally software on the basis of cost of 
purchase, migration cost, suitability to its unique business
model, ease with which after sales support is available, etc., 
and they found it is quite economical. 

Mr. Bhavesh said, “Even though we used Tally but after using 
for some time, we were not able to get proper support from the 
partner but thanks to Tally model that we met Ultimate 
Infotrade team, they helped us to settle down with Tally 
software – obvious today we are using Tally.ERP 9.”

“Initially we had to go through a tough time as we had to bring 
all existing DOS based entries manually to Tally. But Ultimate,
under the expertise of Mr. Girish I Rathi, helped us a lot in 
keeping all our data in right shape,” he added.

Mr. Pankaj M Shah, Director, Ultimate Infotrade Pvt. Ltd., Says,
“Kolhapur Saw Mill Group is good company. Since the people 
are very busy they wanted some trusted partners to take care 
of their technology needs. When we were called we found that 
the partner with whom they are engaged with for Tally software 
was not responsive and in-house these people had not 
developed any competency”. 
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Mr. Bhavesh was also very apprehensive about us due to his 
earlier bad experience; but we treated them as a priority 
customer and created solutions around their requirements. In 
fact, we have deployed for them a custom built solution on Tally
software which is around timber quantity calculation. Today, our 
dealings have gone beyond our professional relationship. They 
have given us some referral customers also.” 

As per Mr. Bhavesh, Tally is a “Do it yourself Software”. 
Learning things from him and then training staff were first 

among a few hiccups; but it is very effective for inventory report.
They used Tally.ERP 9 for accounts and stock monitoring at 
remote locations. 

As a timber merchant, their initial challenges were around 
timber quantity calculations from different measurement inputs 
and convert those to market measurement output, which by the 
help of Ultimate they sorted out.
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BENEFITS

    Reduced time in monitoring inventory

    Providing info to sales team & purchase decision makers

    Reduction in accounts man power.

Finally…
With minimum training, the company had started using Tally 
software. Only suggestion Mr. Bhavesh wants to give to the 
company is to enhance its one to one interactive sessions with 

the customers; otherwise the customers will be deprived of 
exploring various intricate application areas of Tally.ERP 9.


